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Abstract—As individuals and researchers approach the chal-
lenge of green computing it is natural to consider the energy con-
sumption of computational devices and their supporting systems
during their use phase (i.e., after they are deployed into service).
However, for computing to be truly green, all phases of the system
life-cycle, from manufacturing to disposal, must be considered.
In particular there is limited awareness to the considerable
fraction of the total life-cycle environmental impacts of computing
systems that result from the fabrication of the integrated circuits
(ICs) that are used in those devices. Ironically, the trend toward
dark silicon accelerators, often targeted at improving operational
energy efficiency, may be counterproductive for holistic energy
reduction of computing systems. The increased chip area that
results from a large percentage of dark silicon may exacerbate
the fabrication impacts to the point that overall sustainability
is actually decreased. In this paper, we explore some properties
of manufacturing and operational energy efficiency and make
a case that truly green computing must carefully consider the
tradeoffs involved.

I. INTRODUCTION

Taken as a whole, computing in all its forms including per-
sonal and mobile electronics, desktop computing, and cloud-
based compute services represent an ever growing portion of
our overall energy and resource use. As researchers approach
this challenge it is natural to consider the energy consumption
of computational devices and their supporting systems during
their use phase (i.e., after they are deployed into service). This
includes reducing energy consumption in processors, memory
systems, peripheral devices, cooling systems and a host of
other components that are used in deployed systems. However,
for truly green computing, all phases of the system life-cycle,
illustrated in Figure 1, must be considered. In particular there
is limited awareness to the considerable fraction of the sus-
tainability impacts due to the fabrication of integrated circuits
(ICs) used in computing devices. Studies have shown that the
energy and environmental costs of IC manufacture can actually
significantly outpace their use-phase costs [1, 2]. Moreover, IC
manufacturing has been demonstrated to have a significant and
rising contribution to environmental impacts of more overtly
impactful domains such as building construction [3].

Due to challenges of scaling CMOS technologies to sub
10nm feature sizes, new fabrication solutions have been em-
ployed such as multi-patterning lithography, exotic transistor
shapes (e.g., Fin and GAA (gate-all-around) FETs), and in-
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Figure 1. Life-cycle to consider for holistic integrated circuit (IC) sustain-
ability costs related to green computing.

creasingly diverse materials (e.g., III-V gate channels, low-
κ dielectrics, high conductivity metals, etc.). As a result,
fabrication effort is accelerating much more rapidly than in
the past, outstripping the density improvements provided by
the next technology node [4].

These trends in IC fabrication, combined with the use
of more transistors for increasing core counts, for larger
memories and storage, or for so-called “dark silicon” system
structures may actually be harmful to overall sustainability
at deeply scaled geometries. The high-level explanation is
that to increase holistic sustainability, additional time and
energy spent in fabrication due to a larger die or for a more
exotic manufacturing process must amortized via decreased
use-phase energy over the lifetime of the chip.

For infrequently used segments of the chip, entirely leaving
out the dark silicon to be handled in some other more general
purpose fashion may only come at a nominal increase in use-
phase energy. However, the reduced chip area that results from
saving a large percentage of dark silicon may significantly
decrease the fabrication impacts to the point that overall
sustainability is actually improved. As it is imperative to
identify methods for environmentally responsible usage of
extremely scaled technologies for next generation computing,
in this paper we examine some implications of manufacturing
and operational energy efficiency and make a case that truly
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Figure 2. IC fabrication energy and global warming potential of CMOS
fabrication at different process nodes [2, 11, 12].

green computing must carefully consider these tradeoffs.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

It is important to consider carefully what is meant by
“green” computing. It is common to confuse the idea of green
computing with conservation, recycling, or energy efficiency.
These are all important considerations for responsible product
development, but to evaluate the greenness of a product,
the total environmental impact from “cradle to grave” must
be considered. This can include quantifying everything from
acquiring raw materials for manufacturing, to the product
disposal method after its use.

The study of overall sustainability is typically called Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA) for which many standards exist [5–
8]. An LCA framework is the necessary underpinning to
truly understand and engineer how processes and products
use materials, water, and energy resources throughout their
lifetimes. LCA provides a comprehensive and quantitative
analysis of the environmental impacts of a product or process
throughout its entire life cycle.

One of the most difficult aspects of studying holistic green
computing systems from an IC perspective is obtaining de-
tailed environmental data from IC fabrication to support LCA
analysis. A limited number of environmental studies have
been reported of computing systems [9–11] and semiconductor
fabrication [12, 13] for CMOS ranging from 0.35µm to
32nm, as well as DRAM and Flash technologies from similar
generations [12]. Some studies report detailed impacts [14] and
economic costs [15] per process step at particular technology
nodes (i.e., 130nm), while others provide aggregated data for
an example or typical process at that node [12].

One analysis (shown in Figure 2) shows trends in fabrica-
tion energy and carbon emissions, the latter noted as global
warming potential (GWP) measured in CO2 equivalent (CO2e)
of Si-CMOS ICs. Another way to interpret these results is that
during the period of Dennard Scaling, environmental impacts
per chip area were also improving. At the end of Dennard
Scaling (circa 2005) [16], the environmental impacts per chip
area started to increase, although the impacts per transistor
were still improving due to the density benefits. There is now
evidence that the final benefit of scaling, reduced cost per
transistor, was lost at the 28nm feature size (circa 2011) [4].
This is also seen as the spike in environmental impacts after

45nm [2] and follows from a tenant of LCA that economic
cost trends tend to mirror environmental impact trends [17].

From a technology perspective, fabrication trends also sup-
port this. Current optical lithography, already one of the most
expensive steps of fabrication, has a physical limit at around
30nm. To descend further, given that extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) lithography has yet to become cost effective [18],
multiple-patterning approaches are required such that at 22nm
essentially double the number of lithography steps, and at
≤10nm potentially an order of magnitude more steps are
required [19]. Other new process steps are required to make
increasingly small transistors (e.g., FinFETs). This escalation
of processing steps is not limited to transistors for exam-
ple additional steps are required to achieve sufficiently low-
κ dielectrics for increasingly thin metal interconnects [19].
Researchers have also studied the additional steps and environ-
mental impacts incurred when augmenting CMOS with spin-
transfer torque memory cells (STT-MRAM) and incorporated
a model of those costs in the popular tool NVSim [20].

The trends of increasing fabrication energy cost could be
somewhat mitigated if IC die area per system reduced with
the descent in feature size. With shrinking transistors and
increased device density, ISO architecture systems should
decrease in overall die area as smaller process nodes are
used. However, particularly from 130nm to 45nm, the opposite
trend has been observed. Systems tend to have more IC area
increasing from 750 to 1200 mm2 between 2001 and 2010.
This is largely due to trends of including more functionality
as systems migrate to smaller technology nodes. These trends
include adding more processor cores, embedded memory,
accelerators such as graphics processing units, and solid
state storage [9], the initial steps of the movement towards
dark silicon. The increasing economic cost and dramatically
increasing environmental impacts for sub 32/28nm nodes are
alarming [2, 4]. To address this requires new strategies for
holistic energy reduction in light of these emerging trends.

III. WHY GREEN IC FABRICATION?

Optimizing computing energy in the use phase of an IC is
compelling because it helps to address thermal density issues
of deeply scaled CMOS, maximizes battery-life of mobile
computing platforms, while also addressing sustainability.
However, our industry has been so successful at reducing use-
phase energy that the primary sustainability issue is shifting
to manufacturing [2] as shown in Figure 3 [11]. This is due
to trends in fabrication techniques for increasingly small ge-
ometries, such as increasing photo-lithography and metrology
costs and these trends show no signs of abating [4].

The substantial effort required to create devices at these
small geometries also requires considerable adjustments to
avoid losses in yield that would otherwise occur when reducing
feature sizes [12]. As new technology nodes are introduced and
tested, it is becoming increasingly difficult to achieve desired
yields [21–23], which greatly increases the monetary cost and
development effort of these technologies [16]. Unfortunately,
the environmental impacts from manufacturing at these deeply
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Figure 3. Impact of manufacturing/production (dominated by ICs and displays) in “use-phase energy” optimized systems from Apple Computer. Use-phase
impacts are calculated based on a two-year operational lifetime to match the expected market lifetime [11].

scaled nodes follows the same negative trends, requiring a dra-
matic amount of energy to be invested before the operational
energy analysis of a chip in mass production can even be
considered. Moreover, dark silicon accelerators and increased
die size in general exacerbate this reduction in yield [24, 25],
continuing to compound the increased manufacturing costs.

A more insidious trend is the vulnerability to runtime faults
at these increasingly smaller geometries. From the increased
vulnerability to multi-bit faults from radiation [26], to memory
faults including reduced retention time [27, 28] and wordline
crosstalk [29], continued scaling is exacerbating vulnerabilities
to these faults. The current solution to these problems concurs
with the dark silicon ideology, to devote increasingly large
areas to error correcting techniques, ranging from traditional
ECC [30], to fault maps of vulnerable cells [31–34], to
various encoding tables for correction [35, 36] in addition
to required auxiliary bits. Thus, desired real-estate for dark-
silicon accelerators at these low technology nodes often must
also plan to reserve space for required corresponding error
correction, greatly increasing the required chip area and risking
further reductions in yield.

To encapsulate the sustainability costs of IC fabrication
we will co-opt a term from LCA on buildings: embodied
energy. This is a term used to describe the energy consumed
by all of the processes associated with the production of a
building, from the mining and processing of natural resources
to manufacturing, transport and product delivery. For the
embodied energy of an IC we include the energy consumed by
all the processes associated with the fabrication of the IC, from
the refining and processing of materials used to the significant
energy used in the fabrication process itself.

Given the rising energy impact of computing described in
the introduction, and growing consumer awareness of sustain-
ability and the impacts of energy use on our environment,
similar to other green products from eco-friendly disposable
cups to hybrid and electric automobiles, future consumers
might make a choice of computing products based both on
their performance and their sustainability. That is, an environ-
mentally aware consumer may choose a product with slightly
lower performance, but significantly higher sustainability. This
could be thought of as the computing equivalent of the “Energy
Star” use-phase energy ratings for consumer appliances [37].

The development of a holistic rating system like Energy
Star for computing systems requires understanding the impacts
involved in fabricating more sustainable ICs. Thus, models
and tools that enable designer-in-the-loop optimization meth-
ods to improve sustainability under performance, power, and
cost constraints are essential. Computer-aided design tools
create useful abstractions of the fabrication process that bridge
the gap between details of the process and the hardware
description from the IC designer. A careful analysis and
characterization of the sustainability impact of these choices
will inform both the designer and the tools used in the design
process. However, designers currently do not have a way to
visualize at design time the effect their decisions have on the
sustainability and environmental cost of IC fabrication. In the
particular case of dark silicon, including additional transistors
for functionality that is infrequently enabled has potentially
significant, and negative implications to sustainability that
are not reported by existing tools, and therefore are not
communicated to the designer.

There is a significant investment in tools to evaluate sus-
tainability in certain domains. For example, commercial tools
like SimaPro [38] and GaBi [39] estimate life-cycle impacts
of many processes, and while they do include categories that
include semiconductors, their analysis is typically tuned for
other domains such as the built environment. A more detailed
parametric approach to studying semiconductors has been
proposed for 130nm technology [14] and is the fundamental
approach for gathering data about CMOS processes for which
detailed process studies have been completed to 32nm [12].
However, a carefully parameterized model that scales to state
of the art technology nodes (e.g., circa 14nm and beyond)
is essential to evaluate holistic sustainability at modern tech-
nology levels. Further, using such a model, detailed green
computing optimization techniques may apply the model at
each of the layers of the design process from the system level,
to the design level, and down to fundamental process level.

IV. TOOLS FOR HOLISTIC GREEN COMPUTING

While there is a considerable body of work to optimize and
model use-phase energy consumption of modern computer ar-
chitectures, the existing art in sustainability for ICs is still in its
infancy. For example, the McPAT use-phase power estimation



flow [40] provides detailed operational phase power estima-
tions for different hypothetical processors targeting different
feature sizes. CACTI [41] provides a similar estimation tool
for different processor cache configurations. There are also
tools for graphics processing units [42] and many others. All of
these tools estimate only the operational power consumption,
and while some report details of chip area, they do not report
details on embodied energy or other manufacturing impacts.
In this section we introduce a few recent advances in more
holistic energy evaluation.

A. Parameterized, Scalable Process Model

Determining the impact of the changing process technology
at different and shrinking geometries or other process trends
such as 3D CMOS and hybrid CMOS with post-CMOS
extensions such as sensors, emerging memories, etc., requires a
method to break down the environmental impact at each stage
of the process. By changing the number of steps to reflect
a particular process, the aggregate impact can be estimated.
Using relative weight of the different process steps [15] and
scaling to normalize the aggregate impacts to the published
data [12], a first-order parameterized model of impacts for
different technology nodes is possible.

Recent work developed such a model [43] to determine the
embodied energy contributed by each process step down to
the 32nm process node. Based on this parameterized model
concept, we propose a model that introduces energy per
process step for 20nm, 15nm, 10nm and 7nm shown in
Figure 4. The figure reports the relative weight, in terms of
fabrication energy, of fundamental process steps at different
technologies. For technologies between 130nm and 32nm
the model reports expected increases in process steps such
as lithography, metrology, deposition, and etching. However,
lithography and metrology are increasing at a faster rate than
the others, which matches industry trends.

Using the principle that economic cost is an indicator for
environmental impacts [17], published economic cost data,
and based on the reported process changes from ITRS [19]
such as the switch to litho-etch-litho-etch (LELE), self-aligned
double, triple, and quadruple patterning at the 22/20, 14/16,
10, and 7nm nodes, respectively are integrated into our new
model. Due to the use of different forms of multiple patterning
lithography, deposition and etching steps required for multiple
patterning are included in lithography and broken down by
the optical contribution (solid bar) and the non-optical steps
(patterned bar). As with the original published model [43],
which provided data down to the 32nm process node, this ex-
tended model is capable of reporting energy, carbon emissions,
carcinogenic chemicals, volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
and wastewater in addition to energy.

This model provides the basis for sustainability explorations
of all levels of design and fabrication for ICs. Designer choices
at all levels, from system to circuit level, can refer back to the
model to quantify the impact of these choices. In particular,
green computing choices, including dark silicon, that have
traditionally targeted improved operational energy must be

considered in the context of how much area they consume. The
basic premise of dark silicon is that area used for accelerators
or augmented system structures such as caches that are not
powered up most of the time is relatively benign, but this is in
terms of use-phase energy consumption. The extra area also
contributes to the embodied energy of the IC.

In this case we consider an expanded definition of dark
silicon area. A traditional definition would include 2D area
increases due to the addition of the dark silicon structures. If
we consider other possible extensions to the base IC such
as the introduction of hybrid non-CMOS techniques, those
additional fabrication layers can be thought of as dark silicon
in the vertical dimension. That is, the extra fabrication steps
are applied to the entire chip, but are only used in the particular
structures that require those steps. One example of this type of
vertical dark silicon is spin-transfer torque magnetic memory
(STT-MRAM) which adds a number of process steps. This
provides an important third axis to consider in light of the
increasing per-step fabrication cost.

B. Evaluation Flows

The model from the previous section is the heart of eval-
uation tools to evaluate and compare the manufacturing and
use phase impacts of new computing systems. One recent tool
is the GreenChip simulation flow [2]. GreenChip first simu-
lates the behavior of a mixture of workloads on a proposed
architecture to generate performance statistics. The simulator
output, architecture specification, and technology node are
then fed into a use phase power estimation flow, which is
based on the myriad of existing tools to evaluate operational
energy. Notably, GreenChip also includes a manufacturing
environmental cost estimator that uses a combination of the
technology node impacts per area and the predicted area of the
IC or ICs. The area is combined with a simple manufacturing
model similar to the cost per area of CMOS logic shown in
Figure 2 to determine overall manufacturing cost. Because
GreenChip includes area in its manufacturing cost estimates,
it is an example of a tool that can be used to explore the
relative sustainability of proposed systems that include extra
functionality manifesting as dark silicon.

An important part of GreenChip is that it provides a method
to compare holistic sustainability. GreenChip uses indifference
point [44] and break even analyses of total energy footprint.
Indifference point analysis is a common economic metric to
determine the point at which there is no difference in cost (in
this case sustainability) between two alternatives. The break
even time is the point when a new system’s operational impact
savings will overcome its manufacturing impacts.

Using a tool like GreenChip, it will be possible to explore
tradeoffs between operational energy consumption, and manu-
facturing energy when considering dark silicon augmentation.
If the augmentation is in the form of hybrid circuits such as
STT-MRAM, a different tool, a manufacturing-saavy version
of NVSIM, has been developed that calculates the additional
manufacturing impact (including embodied energy) using a
similar parameterized model for SRAM and STT-MRAM [20].
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Figure 4. Energy used per process step calculated using the process model.

Table I
MANUFACTURING COSTS FOR CHIPS AT DIFFERENT PROCESS NODES

FOLLOWING PRODUCT TRENDS (PSEUDO ISO-AREA) [12, 45, 46].

Process Node (nm) 90 65 45 28 22 14
Core Count 1 2 4 8 8 10

LLC size (MB) 1 2 4 8 20 25
Area (mm2) 207 227 207 158 356 294

Embodied Energy (MJ) 124 148 164 598 631 721

This approach can quantify the tradeoff both in terms of 2D
and 3D dark silicon structures.

V. RESULTS

To quantify these trends we provide two case studies. In the
first case study, we examine the tradeoff of using additional
semiconductor real estate in standard processor components
such as core count and cache size as well as examining the
impact of hybrid post-CMOS extensions. In the second study
we consider the required energy savings from adding a dark
silicon accelerator in terms of holistic energy consumption.

In both studies we consider the baseline of a typical high-
end architecture across process technologies shown in Table I.
As the technology node descends, the core count and cache
size increases. For the later technology nodes, cache size
increases much faster than core count, as achieving sufficient
parallelism to improve performance beyond a few cores is
difficult in commodity systems.

Also in these studies we considered different usage sce-
narios, as these significantly impact the relationship of the
embodied to operational energy usage. Scenarios were selected
with different activity and sleep ratios representing the load
experienced by a cloud server (Server) that is typically online
but often underloaded, a high-performance machine (HPC)
that is typically constantly online and heavily loaded, a desktop
machine (Desktop) that is used often, but lightly during the
working day, and a mobile device (Mobile) that is mostly
asleep, but when it wakes up is heavily loaded based on ratios
from the literature [12, 47, 48].

A. Case Study 1: Processor Configurations

As processors have descended below the 90nm node, clock
frequencies have become relatively fixed to manage thermal
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concerns. Thus, the post Dennard scaling method for lever-
aging the additional density per die to achieve performance
improvements by increasing the number of processor cores
and on-chip cache sizes. Of course, as we have previously
discussed the more area and the smaller the geometry the
larger the embodied energy cost of the IC. For example,
the pseudo ISO-area processors from Table I presents the
highest capability commercial products available across a span
of several years. Using GreenChip we analyzed the IPC,
energy, and cache misses per kilo-instruction (MPKI) of a
mix of benchmarks including the Parsec [49] and SPEC-
CPU2006 [50] multi-program workloads. The Parsec work-
loads are multi-threaded, while the SPEC workloads are single
threaded. In this study we were only able to model processors
down to 28nm due to limitations in the GreenChip tool. The
use phase energy, shown in Figure 5, shows how increasing the
core count and cache size can dramatically reduce use phase
energy. However, the the appropriate environmental design
choice requires a combination of both manufacturing and use
phase energy trends. The average indifference points and break
even times are shown in Figure 6 for the four scenarios. The
results indicate that HPC systems are typically the only ones
where moving to a new technology node makes sense from a
sustainability point of view.

Another potential trade-off is replacing the SRAM caches
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Table II
SRAM AND STT-MRAM CACHE PARAMETERS.

Cache read write Stat. Manufacturing
Type lat. pwr. lat. pwr. pwr Energy GWP

(ns) (W) (ns) (W) W (MJ) (kgCO2e)
2M SR 1.71 0.26 1.71 0.26 2.95 9.20 0.53

2M STT 3.78 0.23 11.90 0.058 0.3 10.87 0.63
8M STT 4.03 0.25 11.97 0.068 1.01 11.49 0.66

with STT-MRAM to save operational energy. Table II provides
a comparison of the operational and embodied energy of
the different cache choices from a modified NVSim [20].
ISO-capacity STT-MRAM caches can actually reduce die
area, but at the expense of additional process steps, which
actually increase the embodied energy. Thus, both the 2D
and 3D manufacturing decisions must be considered. ISO-
area STT-MRAM increases cache capacity in the same die
area but further increases embodied energy due to the more
complicated process. In terms of operational phase impacts,
the product of energy and cycles per instruction (CPI) reveals
that ISO-capacity replacement reduces energy primarily due
to reduced static power. It also maintains similar performance
to the SRAM cache. The miss rate is unchanged and the
access latency penalty compared to SRAM is nominal as the
applications are dominated by reads and even the slower writes
do impact the critical path. The ISO-area replacement provides
a further improvement to performance due to a reduced miss
rate and only nominal latency and power increase over the
ISO-capacity replacement, achieving a 20% operational phase
improvement overall.

Similarly to Figure 6, Figure 7 reports the time required
before the operational energy savings makes up for the manu-
facturing energy overhead from STT-RAM replacement. While
in this comparison we are considering only the cache compo-
nent of the chip isolation, as these memories are caches, the
overheads of including STT-RAM would apply to the entire
area of the die for the processor, exacerbating the 3D impact of
the hybrid fabrication choice. At 45nm, the Desktop, HPC, and
Server scenarios all have indifference times under one year,
indicating that both the ISO-capacity and ISO-area STT are
the more sustainable than SRAM for these scenarios. For the
desktop ISO-area comparison, the upgrade from SRAM to the
ISO-area STT requires a longer time investment (three years)

45741928
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to recover the sustainability costs. For the Mobile scenario, the
breakeven times are over five and twelve years for the ISO-
capacity and ISO-area STT, respectively, indicating upgrading
to STT does not actually save in sustainability for usage times
lower than those intervals.

B. Case Study 2: Dark Silicon Accelerators

Using tools like GreenChip allows us to estimate the
tradeoff between two design choices for both operational and
embodied energy. We used this tool to examine the impact of
adding dark silicon accelerators by considering the operational
phase energy improvement required to offset the embodied
energy increase for different sized accelerators at different
fabrication technologies. For each of the usage scenarios we
determined the energy required to operate for one year based
on the usage scenario. Then we added dedicated area for
hypothetical dark silicon hardware accelerators that consumed
an additional 5%, 10%, 25%, and 50% of the processor area.
Figures 8 and 9 report the required operational energy savings
in terms of a percentage of overall energy necessary to over-
come the extra manufacturing energy due to the accelerators.
Figure 8 shows this comparison for server scenarios in an
HPC and cloud setting and Figure 9 shows this for commodity
machines such as desktop machines and mobile computers
such as tablets. In this study, the operational energy for active,
idle, and sleep for processors without detailed models was
reported from processor data sheets [45]. Also note, to provide
the best data resolution for the different scenarios, Figure 8
has a different scale (y-axis goes to 15%) than Figure 9 (y-axis
goes to 100%).

Clearly, the usage scenario is very important, with HPC
machines that are nearly 100% active quickly benefiting
with relatively low operational energy savings and mobile
devices requiring dramatic benefits to make the dark silicon
worthwhile. Another important observable trend is that as the
technology node descends, the operational energy savings re-
quired to recover the embodied energy increases. For example,
even for a small accelerator at 14nm geometries, accelerators
much achieve significant reductions for the mobile and desktop
devices (14% and 23%, respectively). For larger amounts
of dark silicon the required savings for mobile and desktop
devices quickly increases, even becoming unrecoverable in one
year. For HPC and cloud servers, dark silicon can be more



Figure 8. Energy reduction required in HPC and Cloud systems when adding a “dark silicon” accelerator to recover the embodied energy cost in one year.

Figure 9. Energy reduction required in Desktop and Mobile systems when adding a “dark silicon” accelerator to recover the embodied energy cost in one
year.

useful, but there is still a tradeoff. For significant chip real
estate dedicated to dark silicon it may not provide the expected
advantage. Adding 25% additional overhead (not dissimilar
from adding a GPU), it can require 6% and 13% savings
on operational energy at 14nm for the HPC and cloud server
case, respectively, to payoff. Thus, dark silicon in some cases
provides the opportunity for a systemic advantage, but in many
cases, the embodied energy cost should be carefully considered
prior to including it in future systems, particularly for mobile
devices.

VI. CONCLUSION

A dark silicon approach that increases chip size by in-
cluding extra transistors (and chip area), or extra fabrication
steps/materials for seldom-used functionality is potentially the
wrong choice for sustainability. As new designs and architec-
tures are created and scaled, it feels natural to increase cache

sizes, cores, and accelerators, especially if they are powered
up only occasionally. With extreme scaling, it has become
comfortable to use whatever IC real-estate was necessary to
gain use-phase energy reductions. However, based on our
analysis, holistic sustainability can result in optimizations that
appear counter-intuitive for traditional metrics of performance
and use-phase energy. Unfortunately, a system designer likely
does not currently have the tools to make these choices. We
propose that including IC fabrication sustainability and the
concept of embodied energy into a design flow can help the
designer understand how system choices impact sustainability.

These tools could also allow consumers to understand the
holistic sustainability of a computing product. We suggest that
a change in thinking can result in new marketing opportuni-
ties at the consumer level that allow for dramatic increases
in sustainability. For example, a product with an improved
sustainability score might have a strong market if small,



intelligent sacrifices in performance allow for considerable
sustainability gains over a competitor. The tools described
and extensions proposed here can help quantify and tune
the sustainability score of future products. In a future with
looming energy and environmental issues, we believe that
understanding holistic sustainability is a grand challenge that
must be addressed by the EDA community.
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